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Professional Experience and Curriculum Vitae
Probably the most preferred property operations, real-estate accommodation company
is Divine Property S.A. We focus on bettering property operations, luxury real-estate,
consultation and sales so that you can improve the hospitality of your company.
Developed in different fields of the hospitality market the company’s activities expand
on the imaginative range of different sectors with the common purpose of introducing a
genuine more intense concept that offers a complete holiday accommodation
experience.

We are engaged more in refining the quality as opposed to quantity to our number of
properties. We have produced our properties in the Greek islands and our objective is to
grow to capitals like London and Athens. An excellent benefit we offer to property
holders is that we release them from their hard tasks. Divine Property offers them with
secure and positive stream of income which means that property holders won't have to
think about rental or property managing. Each of the properties picked out by our Divine
group is treated as if it is one of our very own property, with great attention and dignity to
the owner of course. We choose those properties for their originality, unique qualities
and placement.

Divine Property began and established with an inspiring push of enhancing the
experience of hospitality to an international demanding clientele and enhancing the
unequalled services supplied by our group to match the exclusive and individualized
likes and anticipations of each guest. Driven by good love and momentum our Divine
staff has produced a complete experience with a simple priority to the clients’
customized needs offering the widest and fullest selection of services and facilities of
the highest quality.

Our group is at the guests’ grasp 24/7 during their stay offering full assistance and
concierge services, working tirelessly on realizing a high-class encounter on each part
of the guests’ stay giving tips and bookings to the most favored and vibrant restaurants,
beaches, bars and night clubs plus the island’s secret places. We also give our guests
at Mykonos some of our unique services and attention at the island's greatest places
duo to our long-term cooperation with the most visited places of the island.

Visitors are welcome to indulge in all the conveniences our team is excited to supply for
instance Exclusive high-class airport/port transactions, Individual 24/7 guest service,
personal concierge, day-to-day housekeeping, divine welcome treats, welcome drinks,
villa pre-stocking, private chef on-demand for breakfast, lunch and meals, exclusive
cocktail small celebrations, personal spa therapist, fitness expert, private security,
restaurant and clubs reservation with top priority seating, Mykonos adventures, private
yacht and helicopter renting, luxurious 4x4 fleet and minivans with or without trained
drivers, shisha on demand.
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